
Worm Gearing:

Worm gearing is widely used to transmit power at large velocity ratios
between non-intersecting and non-parallel shafts that are usually but
not necessarily at right angles. The worm drive consists of a threaded
worm in mesh with a gear, sometimes called worm wheel. Worm gear
sets, theoretically have a point contact which limits their power
transmission capacity. Therefore to improve their power transmission
capacity they are either Single or double enveloping as shown in
Fig.20.1.



A single enveloping gear set is one in which the gear wraps around or
partially encloses the worm which results in a line contact between the
gears. A gear set in which each element partially encloses the other is
double enveloping and this gives area contact between the gears. Thus
double enveloping gears have larger power transmission capacity but
require extremely precise mounting. Hence only single enveloping gears
are used.



(a) (b) 

(a) Single enveloping worm gear, (b) Double enveloping worm gear.



The cut section of a worm gearbox with fins and fan for cooling 



The nomenclature of a worm and worm wheel is also shown in figure
20.2. The worm and wheel of a set have the same hand of helix but the
helix angles are usually quite different. The helix angle on the worm is
generally quite large, and that on the gear very small. Because of this, it
is usual to specify the lead angle λ on the worm and the helix angle ψg

on the wheel. The lead angle and helix angle are equal for a 90o shaft
angle. In specifying the pitch of worm gear sets, it is customary to state
the axial pitch Pa of the worm and the circular pitch Pc of the gear which
are equal for a shaft angle of 90o.

In a worm gear drive, the frictional losses are quite high as compared to 
other gear drives because of large rubbing velocity. The efficiency of a 
worm drive depends on the velocity ratio and as a rough estimate the 
efficiency can be taken as:

η  =  1 – 0.005R
where R is the velocity ratio.





Nomenclature of a single enveloping worm gear 



It is therefore necessary to calculate the temperature rise of the
lubricating oil which depends on the heat generated and the heat
dissipated. The heat generated depends on the power and the efficiency
of the dive while the heat dissipated depends on the centre distance
and the velocity ratio. Based on AGMA recommendations, the limiting
input power rating of a plain worm gear unit from the stand point of
heat dissipation, for worm speed upto 2000 rpm may be estimated by,

P = 3650 C^1.7 / (R + 5)

where
P= permissible power input in kW
R = velocity ratio
C= centre distance in meters



















BEARINGS

Bearings are machine elements which are used to support a rotating
member viz., a shaft. They transmit the load from a rotating member to
a stationary member known as frame or housing.

They permit relative motion of two members in one or two directions
with minimum friction, and also prevent the motion in the direction of
the applied load.

The bearings are classified broadly into two categories based on the
type of contact they have between the rotating and the stationary
member

a. Sliding contact

b. Rolling contact



ROLLING CONTACT BEARINGS

Instructional Objectives:
At the end of this lesson, the students should be able to
understand:
• About rolling contact bearings
• Ball bearing and roller bearing
• Basics definitions of design parameters of rolling contact
bearings
• Selection method for rolling contact bearings

Rolling contact bearings are also called anti-friction bearing due
to its low friction characteristics. These bearings are used for
radial load, thrust load and combination of thrust and radial
load. These bearings are extensively used due to its relatively
lower price, being almost maintenance free and for its
operational ease. However, friction increases at high speeds for
rolling contact bearings and it may be noisy while running.



Rolling element bearings involve separation of the shaft and
outer member by balls or rollers and thus substitutes rolling
friction for siding friction. Since the contact areas are small
and the stresses high, the loaded parts of rolling element
bearings are normally made of hard, high strength materials,
superior to those of the shaft and outer member. These
parts include inner and outer rings (also called races) and
the balls or rollers. An additional component of the bearing
is usually a retainer or separator, which keeps the balls or
rollers separated.



Both sliding and rolling element bearings have their place in
modern machinery. A major advantage of rolling element
bearings is low staring fiction. Sliding bearings can achieve
comparably low friction only after the full film is established
which is not there while starting. Rolling bearings are ideally
suited for applications involving high starting loads. On the other
hand fluid film bearings are well suited for high rotating speeds
with impact and momentary overloads. The higher the rotating
speed the more effective the hydrodynamic pumping action.
Also the fluid film effectively cushions impact. High rotating
speeds are generally disadvantageous to rolling bearings
because of the rapid accumulation of fatigue cycles and the high
centrifugal force on the rolling elements.



Rolling element bearings take up more radial space around the
shaft, but fluid film bearings require greater axial space. Rolling
element bearings generate and transmit a certain amount of
noise where as fluid film bearings do not normally generate
noise and may dampen noise from other sources. Sliding
bearings are cheaper than rolling element bearings for simple
applications where minimum lubrication provision is required.
Another advantage of rolling element bearings is that they can
be preloaded. This is important in applications requiring precise
positioning of the rotating member. The rolling element
bearings are also called antifriction bearings which is a
misnomer because these bearings do not always provide a
lower friction than fluid film bearings. The typical values for
coefficient of friction are given in T-XIII-16 of data book.



Types of Rolling Element Bearings:

Based on the shape of the rolling element they are classified in two 
types. 

1. Ball bearings which, are preferred for higher speed.

2. Roller bearings which are preferred for greater loads.

Both types are further subdivided into three based on the type of load 
which they can support.  

1. Radial load
2. Axial or Thrust loads. 
3. Combined Radial and axial loads or angular contact bearings.



Ball bearings:
There are two types of ball bearings:
(A) Radial load ball bearings which can take a small amount of thrust. 
They are predominantly of four types:
i) Single row deep groove ii) Angular contact iii) Double row deep groove 

iv) Self aligning.

Each bearing consist of four elements: 1) Inner race grooved on its outer 
surface, 2) Outer race grooved on its inner surface, 3) Balls, 4) Retainer 
or cage for spacing the balls so that they do not touch each other. 

(B) Thrust ball bearings:
These bearings are designed to carry only axial loads. They are of three 
types:
One direction thrust bearing with parallel seats.
Self aligning one direction thrust bearing.
Two direction thrust bearing.



Roller bearings:
Based on the shape of the rollers they are of four types:
(a) Straight or cylindrical roller bearings which are meant for pure radial
loads.
(b) Spherical roller bearings are used where misalignment is likely to
occur. They can take large radial loads plus very small thrust load. The
spherical elements have the advantage of increasing their contact area
as the load is increased.
(c) Tapered Roller bearings combine the advantages of ball and straight
roller bearings since they can take any combination of radial and thrust
loads.
(d) Needle bearings are special case of cylindrical roller bearings where
the rollers have a length to diameter ratio of four or greater. They have a
high load capacity when Separators are used, but may be obtained
without separators. They are available both with and without races.

In addition we have spherical roller and tapered roller thrust bearings. The bearings
described above represent only a small portion of the many available for selection.
Many special purpose bearings are also made for special classes of machinery.



Standardization:

The manufacturers of radial ball bearings have adopted the
international standard dimensions, according to which the bearings are
mainly divided into three series called the light, medium and heavy
series. All bearings are designated by (XXXX) four numbers. The first
number gives the type of bearing i.e. single row deep groove or angular
contact etc. the second number gives the series i.e. 2 for light, 3 for
medium and 4 for heavy series, the last two digits give the bore of the
bearing which comes in multiples of 5 mm above 20 mm. Between 10
mm and 20 mm they are not standard. These numbers and
corresponding size namely bore; O.D. & width are given in T-XIll-20 of
data book. For example 6308 bearing number of SKF Company is for a
medium series single row deep groove ball bearing of 8 x 5= 40 mm
bore.



Design of Rolling Element Bearings:

The detail design of these bearings is a sophisticated engineering
endeavour too specialized to warrant extensive treatment here. Further
these bearings are manufactured and tested as an assembled unit which
precludes the manufacture of a rolling element bearing suitable for a
specific situation. Hence, the selection and use of a rolling element
bearing suitable to particular situation is a concern to all engineers and
will be discussed in the following sections.

Bearing manufacturer’s catalogs identify bearings by number; give
complete dimensional information, list rated load capacities and furnish
details concerning mounting, lubrication and operation.



Load Capacity:

The load capacity of bearings is of two types: (a) Static capacity and
(b)Dynamic capacity.

(a) Static Capacity: The static load is defined as load acting on a non-
rotating bearing. Permanent deformation appears in balls and race ways
under static load of moderate magnitude and increase gradually with
increasing load. The permissible static load is therefore dependent upon
the permissible magnitude of permanent deformation. Experience
shows that a total permanent deformation 0f 0.0001 of the ball
diameter occuring at the most heavily loaded ball and race contact, can
be tolerated in most bearing applications without impairment of bearing
operation. The basic static load rating is given in manufacturers catalog.
As these load ratings are for very slow speed of rotation, they are not
given in the tables of data book.



(b) Dynamic Load: The dynamic capacity of a bearing is based on the
fatigue life of the material, contrasted with the static capacity which is
based on permanent deformation. As the individual life of a bearing
varies these bearings are tested in a group and the basic load rating or
specific dynamic capacity is established. The AFBMA (Anti-Friction
Bearing Manufacturing Association) has established a standard load
rating for bearings in which speed is not a consideration. The basic load
rating or specific dynamic capacity, C is defined as the constant radial
load which 90 percent of a group of identical bearings can endure for a
rating life of one million revolutions of the inner ring (Stationary load
and stationary outer ring). This life is called L10 life while the average life
is that life which 50 percent of the bearings can endure. Generally it is
about five times the L10 lie. The use of the specific dynamic capacity and
bearing life for selection of bearings will be illustrated in the solved
problems. The effect of reliability on the design is taken care of by the
factor Krel which are tabulated in T-XlIl-15 of data book.



Rating life:

Rating life is defined as the life of a group of apparently identical ball or
roller bearings, in number of revolutions or hours, rotating at a given
speed, so that 90% of the bearings will complete or exceed before any
indication of failure occur.

Suppose we consider 100 apparently identical bearings. All the 100
bearings are put onto a shaft rotating at a given speed while it is also
acted upon by a load. After some time, one after another, failure of
bearings will be observed. When in this process, the tenth bearing fails,
then the number of revolutions or hours lapsed is recorded. These
figures recorded give the rating life of the bearings or simply L10 life (10
% failure). Similarly, L50 means, 50 % of the bearings are operational. It is
known as median life. Fig. 2.9 defines the life of rolling contact bearings.





Where, C is the basic or dynamic load rating 



Therefore, for a given load and a given life the value of C represents the
load carrying capacity of the bearing for one million revolutions. This
value of C, for the purpose of bearing selection, should be lower than
that given in the manufacturer’s catalogue. Normally the basic or the
dynamic load rating as prescribed in the manufacturer’s catalogue is a
conservative value, therefore the chances of failure of bearing is very
less.



Design Procedure:
The design consists of selecting the proper type and size of a bearing
which can be fitted on the given shaft and will endure the given load for
the specified life with the specified reliability. The bearing may be
subjected to a pure radial, pure axial or a combined load which may be
constant in magnitude or vary in a cyclic manner. For selecting a bearing
subjected to a variable cyclic load, we first calculate the mean load as
per T-XIII-13 with the help of formulae:
Where F1, F2 etc. are loads acting for t1, t2 units of time or N1, N2,
revolutions. Having calculated the mean loads which can be treated as
constant load the procedure is as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the equivalent radial load as per T-XIII-13.
Step 2: If the life of the bearing is specified, calculate the required
specific dynamic capacity C, of the bearing as per T-XIll-13. If the life of
the bearing is not specified, select life of the bearing as per T-XIII-17 and
then calculate C.
Step 3: When the shaft size is specified select the proper series of
bearing which has C greater than the calculated C, as per T-XIII-21.



Needle Bearings:

The use of needle bearings is rapidly increasing because of their
comparatively small radial dimensions and their exceptionally high load
capacity, particularly at low peripheral speeds. However the coefficient
of friction in needle bearings is three to four times that of deep groove
ball or cylindrical roller bearings as shown in T-XlIl-16 of data book.
Generally the needle bearings are used without races. The design
procedure for these bearings is as follows:

Step1: Select the needle diameter as per T-XII-19. Calculate the
diameter of the revolving race.
Step 2: Calculate the allowable pressure as per T-XIII-18
Step 3: Calculate hardness factor Kh and life load factor KL, as per T-XlII-
18.
Step 4: From the required load capacity, calculate the length of the
needles as per T-XIIl-18. Select the standard length available as per T-
XIII-19.



Ball bearing 

A typical ball bearing is shown the Fig. 2.1. The figure shown on the right 
side, with nomenclature, is the schematic representation of the actual 
bearing. 



The bearing shown in the figure is called Single row deep groove ball
bearing. It is used to carry radial load but it can also take up
considerable amount of axial load. The retainer keeps the steel balls in
position and the groove below the steel balls is the inner ring and over it
is the outer ring. The outer ring, called outer race, is normally placed
inside a bearing housing which is fixed, while the inner race holds the
rotating shaft.

Therefore, a seat of
diameter d and
width B is provided
on the shaft to
press fit the
bearing. The
arrangement for
housing a bearing is
shown through a
schematic diagram,
Fig. 2.2.



Single row Angular Contact Ball Bearing 
The figure Fig.  is a Single row Angular Contact Ball Bearing. It is mostly 
used for radial loads and heavy axial loads.



Double Row Angular Contact Bearing 
Double Row Angular Contact Bearing, shown in Fig.14.2.4, has two rows 
of balls. Axial displacement of the shaft can be kept very small even for 
axial loads of varying magnitude.



Single thrust ball bearing 
This Fig. shows a Single thrust ball bearing. It is mostly used for 
unidirectional axial load.



Taper Roller Bearing 
A taper roller bearing and its nomenclature are shown in Fig.14.2.6 
above. It is generally used for simultaneous heavy radial load and heavy 
axial load. Roller bearings has more contact area than a ball bearing, 
therefore, they are generally used for heavier loads than the ball 
bearings. 



Spherical Roller Bearing
A spherical roller bearing, shown in the Fig., has self aligning property. It
is mainly used for heavy axial loads. However, considerable amount of
loads in either direction can also be applied.



Cylindrical Roller Bearing
For heavy radial load and high speed use, cylindrical roller bearings,
shown in the Fig., are used. Within certain limit, relative axial
displacement of the shaft and the bearing housing is permitted for this
type of bearings.









a.

BEARINGS
 
Bearings are machine elements which are used to support a
rotating member viz., a shaft. They transmit the load from a
rotating member to a stationary member known as frame or
housing.
 
They permit relative motion of two members in one or two
directions with minimum friction, and also prevent the motion in
the direction of the applied load.
 
The bearings are classified broadly into two categories based on
the type of contact they have between the rotating and the
stationary member
 

Sliding contact
 
b.    Rolling contact



ROLLING CONTACT BEARINGS
 
Instructional Objectives:
At the end of this lesson, the students should be able to
understand:
• About rolling contact bearings
• Ball bearing and roller bearing
• Basics definitions of design parameters of rolling contact
bearings
• Selection method for rolling contact bearings
 
Rolling contact bearings are also called anti-friction
bearing due to its low friction characteristics. These
bearings are used for radial load, thrust load and
combination of thrust and radial load. These bearings are
extensively used due to its relatively lower price, being
almost maintenance free and for its operational ease.
However, friction increases at high speeds for rolling
contact bearings and it may be noisy while running.



Rolling element bearings involve separation of the
shaft and outer member by balls or rollers and thus
substitutes rolling friction for siding friction. Since the
contact areas are small and the stresses high, the
loaded parts of rolling element bearings are normally
made of hard, high strength materials, superior to those
of the shaft and outer member. These parts include
inner and outer rings (also called races) and the balls
or rollers. An additional component of the bearing is
usually a retainer or separator, which keeps the balls or
rollers separated.
 



Both sliding and rolling element bearings have their place
in modern machinery. A major advantage of rolling element
bearings is low staring fiction. Sliding bearings can achieve
comparably low friction only after the full film is
established which is not there while starting. Rolling
bearings are ideally suited for applications involving high
starting loads. On the other hand fluid film bearings are
well suited for high rotating speeds with impact and
momentary overloads. The higher the rotating speed the
more effective the hydrodynamic pumping action. Also the
fluid film effectively cushions impact. High rotating speeds
are generally disadvantageous to rolling bearings because
of the rapid accumulation of fatigue cycles and the high
centrifugal force on the rolling elements.
 



Rolling element bearings take up more radial space
around the shaft, but fluid film bearings require greater
axial space. Rolling element bearings generate and
transmit a certain amount of noise where as fluid film
bearings do not normally generate noise and may dampen
noise from other sources. Sliding bearings are cheaper
than rolling element bearings for simple applications
where minimum lubrication provision is required. Another
advantage of rolling element bearings is that they can be
preloaded. This is important in applications requiring
precise positioning of the rotating member. The rolling
element bearings are also called antifriction bearings
which is a misnomer because these bearings do not
always provide a lower friction than fluid film bearings.
The typical values for coefficient of friction are given in T-
XIII-16 of data book.
 



1.

2.

1.
2.
3.

Types of Rolling Element Bearings:
 
Based on the shape of the rolling element they are classified in
two types.
 

Ball bearings which, are preferred for higher speed.
 
Roller bearings which are preferred for greater loads.

 
Both types are further subdivided into three based on the type of
load which they can support.
 

Radial load
Axial or Thrust loads.
Combined Radial and axial loads or angular contact
bearings.

 



Ball bearings:
There are two types of ball bearings:
(A) Radial load ball bearings which can take a small amount of
thrust. They are predominantly of four types:
i) Single row deep groove ii) Angular contact iii) Double row deep

groove iv) Self aligning.
 
Each bearing consist of four elements: 1) Inner race grooved on
its outer surface, 2) Outer race grooved on its inner surface, 3)
Balls, 4) Retainer or cage for spacing the balls so that they do not
touch each other.
 
(B) Thrust ball bearings:
These bearings are designed to carry only axial loads. They are of
three types:
One direction thrust bearing with parallel seats.
Self aligning one direction thrust bearing.
Two direction thrust bearing.
 



Roller bearings:
Based on the shape of the rollers they are of four types:
(a) Straight or cylindrical roller bearings which are meant for pure
radial loads.
(b) Spherical roller bearings are used where misalignment is likely
to occur. They can take large radial loads plus very small thrust
load. The spherical elements have the advantage of increasing
their contact area as the load is increased.
(c) Tapered Roller bearings combine the advantages of ball and
straight roller bearings since they can take any combination of
radial and thrust loads.
(d) Needle bearings are special case of cylindrical roller bearings
where the rollers have a length to diameter ratio of four or greater.
They have a high load capacity when Separators are used, but
may be obtained without separators. They are available both with
and without races.
 
In addition we have spherical roller and tapered roller thrust bearings. The
bearings described above represent only a small portion of the many available
for selection Many special purpose bearings are also made for special classes



Bearing Lubrication
The purposes of bearing lubrication
◦To provide a film of lubricant between the sliding and rolling
surfaces
◦To help distribute and dissipate heat
◦To prevent corrosion of the bearing surfaces
◦To protect the parts from the entrance of foreign matterBearing Lubrication
Either oil or grease may be used, with each having advantages in
certain situations.



Preloading
Object of preloading
◦Remove internal clearance
◦Increase fatigue life
◦Decrease shaft slope at bearing



Standardization:
 
The manufacturers of radial ball bearings have adopted the
international standard dimensions, according to which the
bearings are mainly divided into three series called the light,
medium and heavy series. All bearings are designated by (XXXX)
four numbers. The first number gives the type of bearing i.e. single
row deep groove or angular contact etc. the second number gives
the series i.e. 2 for light, 3 for medium and 4 for heavy series, the
last two digits give the bore of the bearing which comes in
multiples of 5 mm above 20 mm. Between 10 mm and 20 mm
they are not standard. These numbers and corresponding size
namely bore; O.D. & width are given in T-XIll-20 of data book. For
example 6308 bearing number of SKF Company is for a medium
series single row deep groove ball bearing of 8 x 5= 40 mm bore.
 



Design of Rolling Element Bearings:
 
 
The detail design of these bearings is a sophisticated engineering
endeavour too specialized to warrant extensive treatment here.
Further these bearings are manufactured and tested as an
assembled unit which precludes the manufacture of a rolling
element bearing suitable for a specific situation. Hence, the
selection and use of a rolling element bearing suitable to
particular situation is a concern to all engineers and will be
discussed in the following sections.
 
Bearing manufacturer’s catalogs identify bearings by number; give
complete dimensional information, list rated load capacities and
furnish details concerning mounting, lubrication and operation.
 



Load Capacity:
 
The load capacity of bearings is of two types: (a) Static capacity
and (b)Dynamic capacity.
 
(a) Static Capacity: The static load is defined as load acting on a
non-rotating bearing. Permanent deformation appears in balls and
race ways under static load of moderate magnitude and increase
gradually with increasing load. The permissible static load is
therefore dependent upon the permissible magnitude of
permanent deformation. Experience shows that a total permanent
deformation 0f 0.0001 of the ball diameter occuring at the most
heavily loaded ball and race contact, can be tolerated in most
bearing applications without impairment of bearing operation. The
basic static load rating is given in manufacturers catalog. As
these load ratings are for very slow speed of rotation, they are not
given in the tables of data book.
 



(b) Dynamic Load: The dynamic capacity of a bearing is based on
the fatigue life of the material, contrasted with the static capacity
which is based on permanent deformation. As the individual life
of a bearing varies these bearings are tested in a group and the
basic load rating or specific dynamic capacity is established. The
AFBMA (Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturing Association) has
established a standard load rating for bearings in which speed is
not a consideration. The basic load rating or specific dynamic
capacity, C is defined as the constant radial load which 90 percent
of a group of identical bearings can endure for a rating life of one
million revolutions of the inner ring (Stationary load and stationary
outer ring). This life is called L10 life while the average life is that
life which 50 percent of the bearings can endure. Generally it is
about five times the L10 lie. The use of the specific dynamic
capacity and bearing life for selection of bearings will be
illustrated in the solved problems. The effect of reliability on the
design is taken care of by the factor Krel which are tabulated in T-
XlIl-15 of data book.



Rating life:
 
Rating life is defined as the life of a group of apparently identical
ball or roller bearings, in number of revolutions or hours, rotating
at a given speed, so that 90% of the bearings will complete or
exceed before any indication of failure occur.
 
Suppose we consider 100 apparently identical bearings. All the
100 bearings are put onto a shaft rotating at a given speed while it
is also acted upon by a load. After some time, one after another,
failure of bearings will be observed. When in this process, the
tenth bearing fails, then the number of revolutions or hours lapsed
is recorded. These figures recorded give the rating life of the
bearings or simply L10

 life (10 % failure). Similarly, L50
 means, 50 %

of the bearings are operational. It is known as median life. Fig. 2.9
defines the life of rolling contact bearings.





Where, C is the basic or dynamic load rating



Therefore, for a given load and a given life the value of C
represents the load carrying capacity of the bearing for one
million revolutions. This value of C, for the purpose of bearing
selection, should be lower than that given in the manufacturer’s
catalogue. Normally the basic or the dynamic load rating as
prescribed in the manufacturer’s catalogue is a conservative value,
therefore the chances of failure of bearing is very less.



Design Procedure:
The design consists of selecting the proper type and size of a
bearing which can be fitted on the given shaft and will endure the
given load for the specified life with the specified reliability. The
bearing may be subjected to a pure radial, pure axial or a
combined load which may be constant in magnitude or vary in a
cyclic manner. For selecting a bearing subjected to a variable
cyclic load, we first calculate the mean load as per T-XIII-13 with
the help of formulae:
Where F1, F2 etc. are loads acting for t1, t2 units of time or N1, N2,
revolutions. Having calculated the mean loads which can be
treated as constant load the procedure is as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the equivalent radial load as per T-XIII-13.
Step 2: If the life of the bearing is specified, calculate the required
specific dynamic capacity C, of the bearing as per T-XIll-13. If the
life of the bearing is not specified, select life of the bearing as per
T-XIII-17 and then calculate C.
Step 3: When the shaft size is specified select the proper series of
bearing which has C  greater than the calculated C, as per T-XIII-21.

















Needle Bearings:
 
The use of needle bearings is rapidly increasing because of their
comparatively small radial dimensions and their exceptionally
high load capacity, particularly at low peripheral speeds. However
the coefficient of friction in needle bearings is three to four times
that of deep groove ball or cylindrical roller bearings as shown in
T-XlIl-16 of data book. Generally the needle bearings are used
without races. The design procedure for these bearings is as
follows:
 
Step1: Select the needle diameter as per T-XII-19. Calculate the
diameter of the revolving race.
Step 2: Calculate the allowable pressure as per T-XIII-18
Step 3: Calculate hardness factor Kh and life load factor KL, as per
T-XlII-18.
Step 4: From the required load capacity, calculate the length of
the needles as per T-XIIl-18. Select the standard length available
as per T-XIII-19.



Ball bearing
 
A typical ball bearing is shown the Fig. 2.1. The figure shown on
the right side, with nomenclature, is the schematic representation
of the actual bearing.



The bearing shown in the figure is called Single row deep groove
ball bearing. It is used to carry radial load but it can also take up
considerable amount of axial load. The retainer keeps the steel
balls in position and the groove below the steel balls is the inner
ring and over it is the outer ring. The outer ring, called outer race,
is normally placed inside a bearing housing which is fixed, while
the inner race holds the rotating shaft.

Therefore, a seat
of diameter d and
width B is
provided on the
shaft to press fit
the bearing. The
arrangement for
housing a bearing
is shown through
a schematic
diagram, Fig. 2.2.



Single row Angular Contact Ball Bearing
The figure Fig.  is a Single row Angular Contact Ball Bearing. It is
mostly used for radial loads and heavy axial loads.



Double Row Angular Contact Bearing
Double Row Angular Contact Bearing, shown in Fig.14.2.4, has two
rows of balls. Axial displacement of the shaft can be kept very
small even for axial loads of varying magnitude.



Single thrust ball bearing
This Fig. shows a Single thrust ball bearing. It is mostly used for
unidirectional axial load.



Taper Roller Bearing
A taper roller bearing and its nomenclature are shown in Fig.14.2.6
above. It is generally used for simultaneous heavy radial load and
heavy axial load. Roller bearings has more contact area than a ball
bearing, therefore, they are generally used for heavier loads than
the ball bearings.



Spherical Roller Bearing
A spherical roller bearing, shown in the Fig., has self aligning
property. It is mainly used for heavy axial loads. However,
considerable amount of loads in either direction can also be
applied.



Cylindrical Roller Bearing
For heavy radial load and high speed use, cylindrical roller
bearings, shown in the Fig., are used. Within certain limit, relative
axial displacement of the shaft and the bearing housing is
permitted for this type of bearings.
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BEARINGS

Bearings are machine elements which are used to support a rotating
member viz., a shaft. They transmit the load from a rotating member to
a stationary member known as frame or housing.

They permit relative motion of two members in one or two directions
with minimum friction, and also prevent the motion in the direction of
the applied load.

The bearings are classified broadly into two categories based on the
type of contact they have between the rotating and the stationary
member

a. Sliding contact

b. Rolling contact



ROLLING CONTACT BEARINGS

Instructional Objectives:
At the end of this lesson, the students should be able to
understand:
• About rolling contact bearings
• Ball bearing and roller bearing
• Basics definitions of design parameters of rolling contact
bearings
• Selection method for rolling contact bearings

Rolling contact bearings are also called anti-friction bearing due
to its low friction characteristics. These bearings are used for
radial load, thrust load and combination of thrust and radial
load. These bearings are extensively used due to its relatively
lower price, being almost maintenance free and for its
operational ease. However, friction increases at high speeds for
rolling contact bearings and it may be noisy while running.



Rolling element bearings involve separation of the shaft and
outer member by balls or rollers and thus substitutes rolling
friction for siding friction. Since the contact areas are small
and the stresses high, the loaded parts of rolling element
bearings are normally made of hard, high strength materials,
superior to those of the shaft and outer member. These
parts include inner and outer rings (also called races) and
the balls or rollers. An additional component of the bearing
is usually a retainer or separator, which keeps the balls or
rollers separated.



Both sliding and rolling element bearings have their place in
modern machinery. A major advantage of rolling element
bearings is low staring fiction. Sliding bearings can achieve
comparably low friction only after the full film is established
which is not there while starting. Rolling bearings are ideally
suited for applications involving high starting loads. On the other
hand fluid film bearings are well suited for high rotating speeds
with impact and momentary overloads. The higher the rotating
speed the more effective the hydrodynamic pumping action.
Also the fluid film effectively cushions impact. High rotating
speeds are generally disadvantageous to rolling bearings
because of the rapid accumulation of fatigue cycles and the high
centrifugal force on the rolling elements.



Rolling element bearings take up more radial space around the
shaft, but fluid film bearings require greater axial space. Rolling
element bearings generate and transmit a certain amount of
noise where as fluid film bearings do not normally generate
noise and may dampen noise from other sources. Sliding
bearings are cheaper than rolling element bearings for simple
applications where minimum lubrication provision is required.
Another advantage of rolling element bearings is that they can
be preloaded. This is important in applications requiring precise
positioning of the rotating member. The rolling element
bearings are also called antifriction bearings which is a
misnomer because these bearings do not always provide a
lower friction than fluid film bearings. The typical values for
coefficient of friction are given in T-XIII-16 of data book.



Types of Rolling Element Bearings:

Based on the shape of the rolling element they are classified in two 
types. 

1. Ball bearings which, are preferred for higher speed.

2. Roller bearings which are preferred for greater loads.

Both types are further subdivided into three based on the type of load 
which they can support.  

1. Radial load
2. Axial or Thrust loads. 
3. Combined Radial and axial loads or angular contact bearings.



Ball bearings:
There are two types of ball bearings:
(A) Radial load ball bearings which can take a small amount of thrust. 
They are predominantly of four types:
i) Single row deep groove ii) Angular contact iii) Double row deep groove 

iv) Self aligning.

Each bearing consist of four elements: 1) Inner race grooved on its outer 
surface, 2) Outer race grooved on its inner surface, 3) Balls, 4) Retainer 
or cage for spacing the balls so that they do not touch each other. 

(B) Thrust ball bearings:
These bearings are designed to carry only axial loads. They are of three 
types:
One direction thrust bearing with parallel seats.
Self aligning one direction thrust bearing.
Two direction thrust bearing.



Roller bearings:
Based on the shape of the rollers they are of four types:
(a) Straight or cylindrical roller bearings which are meant for pure radial
loads.
(b) Spherical roller bearings are used where misalignment is likely to
occur. They can take large radial loads plus very small thrust load. The
spherical elements have the advantage of increasing their contact area
as the load is increased.
(c) Tapered Roller bearings combine the advantages of ball and straight
roller bearings since they can take any combination of radial and thrust
loads.
(d) Needle bearings are special case of cylindrical roller bearings where
the rollers have a length to diameter ratio of four or greater. They have a
high load capacity when Separators are used, but may be obtained
without separators. They are available both with and without races.

In addition we have spherical roller and tapered roller thrust bearings. The bearings
described above represent only a small portion of the many available for selection.
Many special purpose bearings are also made for special classes of machinery.



Bearing Lubrication 
The purposes of bearing lubrication 
◦To provide a film of lubricant between the sliding and rolling surfaces 
◦To help distribute and dissipate heat 
◦To prevent corrosion of the bearing surfaces 
◦To protect the parts from the entrance of foreign matter 

Bearing Lubrication 
Either oil or grease may be used, with each having advantages in certain 
situations. 



Preloading 
Object of preloading 
◦Remove internal clearance 
◦Increase fatigue life 
◦Decrease shaft slope at bearing



Standardization:

The manufacturers of radial ball bearings have adopted the
international standard dimensions, according to which the bearings are
mainly divided into three series called the light, medium and heavy
series. All bearings are designated by (XXXX) four numbers. The first
number gives the type of bearing i.e. single row deep groove or angular
contact etc. the second number gives the series i.e. 2 for light, 3 for
medium and 4 for heavy series, the last two digits give the bore of the
bearing which comes in multiples of 5 mm above 20 mm. Between 10
mm and 20 mm they are not standard. These numbers and
corresponding size namely bore; O.D. & width are given in T-XIll-20 of
data book. For example 6308 bearing number of SKF Company is for a
medium series single row deep groove ball bearing of 8 x 5= 40 mm
bore.



Design of Rolling Element Bearings:

The detail design of these bearings is a sophisticated engineering
endeavour too specialized to warrant extensive treatment here. Further
these bearings are manufactured and tested as an assembled unit which
precludes the manufacture of a rolling element bearing suitable for a
specific situation. Hence, the selection and use of a rolling element
bearing suitable to particular situation is a concern to all engineers and
will be discussed in the following sections.

Bearing manufacturer’s catalogs identify bearings by number; give
complete dimensional information, list rated load capacities and furnish
details concerning mounting, lubrication and operation.



Load Capacity:

The load capacity of bearings is of two types: (a) Static capacity and
(b)Dynamic capacity.

(a) Static Capacity: The static load is defined as load acting on a non-
rotating bearing. Permanent deformation appears in balls and race ways
under static load of moderate magnitude and increase gradually with
increasing load. The permissible static load is therefore dependent upon
the permissible magnitude of permanent deformation. Experience
shows that a total permanent deformation 0f 0.0001 of the ball
diameter occuring at the most heavily loaded ball and race contact, can
be tolerated in most bearing applications without impairment of bearing
operation. The basic static load rating is given in manufacturers catalog.
As these load ratings are for very slow speed of rotation, they are not
given in the tables of data book.



(b) Dynamic Load: The dynamic capacity of a bearing is based on the
fatigue life of the material, contrasted with the static capacity which is
based on permanent deformation. As the individual life of a bearing
varies these bearings are tested in a group and the basic load rating or
specific dynamic capacity is established. The AFBMA (Anti-Friction
Bearing Manufacturing Association) has established a standard load
rating for bearings in which speed is not a consideration. The basic load
rating or specific dynamic capacity, C is defined as the constant radial
load which 90 percent of a group of identical bearings can endure for a
rating life of one million revolutions of the inner ring (Stationary load
and stationary outer ring). This life is called L10 life while the average life
is that life which 50 percent of the bearings can endure. Generally it is
about five times the L10 lie. The use of the specific dynamic capacity and
bearing life for selection of bearings will be illustrated in the solved
problems. The effect of reliability on the design is taken care of by the
factor Krel which are tabulated in T-XlIl-15 of data book.



Rating life:

Rating life is defined as the life of a group of apparently identical ball or
roller bearings, in number of revolutions or hours, rotating at a given
speed, so that 90% of the bearings will complete or exceed before any
indication of failure occur.

Suppose we consider 100 apparently identical bearings. All the 100
bearings are put onto a shaft rotating at a given speed while it is also
acted upon by a load. After some time, one after another, failure of
bearings will be observed. When in this process, the tenth bearing fails,
then the number of revolutions or hours lapsed is recorded. These
figures recorded give the rating life of the bearings or simply L10 life (10
% failure). Similarly, L50 means, 50 % of the bearings are operational. It is
known as median life. Fig. 2.9 defines the life of rolling contact bearings.





Where, C is the basic or dynamic load rating 



Therefore, for a given load and a given life the value of C represents the
load carrying capacity of the bearing for one million revolutions. This
value of C, for the purpose of bearing selection, should be lower than
that given in the manufacturer’s catalogue. Normally the basic or the
dynamic load rating as prescribed in the manufacturer’s catalogue is a
conservative value, therefore the chances of failure of bearing is very
less.



Design Procedure:
The design consists of selecting the proper type and size of a bearing
which can be fitted on the given shaft and will endure the given load for
the specified life with the specified reliability. The bearing may be
subjected to a pure radial, pure axial or a combined load which may be
constant in magnitude or vary in a cyclic manner. For selecting a bearing
subjected to a variable cyclic load, we first calculate the mean load as
per T-XIII-13 with the help of formulae:
Where F1, F2 etc. are loads acting for t1, t2 units of time or N1, N2,
revolutions. Having calculated the mean loads which can be treated as
constant load the procedure is as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the equivalent radial load as per T-XIII-13.
Step 2: If the life of the bearing is specified, calculate the required
specific dynamic capacity C, of the bearing as per T-XIll-13. If the life of
the bearing is not specified, select life of the bearing as per T-XIII-17 and
then calculate C.
Step 3: When the shaft size is specified select the proper series of
bearing which has C greater than the calculated C, as per T-XIII-21.

















Needle Bearings:

The use of needle bearings is rapidly increasing because of their
comparatively small radial dimensions and their exceptionally high load
capacity, particularly at low peripheral speeds. However the coefficient
of friction in needle bearings is three to four times that of deep groove
ball or cylindrical roller bearings as shown in T-XlIl-16 of data book.
Generally the needle bearings are used without races. The design
procedure for these bearings is as follows:

Step1: Select the needle diameter as per T-XII-19. Calculate the
diameter of the revolving race.
Step 2: Calculate the allowable pressure as per T-XIII-18
Step 3: Calculate hardness factor Kh and life load factor KL, as per T-XlII-
18.
Step 4: From the required load capacity, calculate the length of the
needles as per T-XIIl-18. Select the standard length available as per T-
XIII-19.



Ball bearing 

A typical ball bearing is shown the Fig. 2.1. The figure shown on the right 
side, with nomenclature, is the schematic representation of the actual 
bearing. 



The bearing shown in the figure is called Single row deep groove ball
bearing. It is used to carry radial load but it can also take up
considerable amount of axial load. The retainer keeps the steel balls in
position and the groove below the steel balls is the inner ring and over it
is the outer ring. The outer ring, called outer race, is normally placed
inside a bearing housing which is fixed, while the inner race holds the
rotating shaft.

Therefore, a seat of
diameter d and
width B is provided
on the shaft to
press fit the
bearing. The
arrangement for
housing a bearing is
shown through a
schematic diagram,
Fig. 2.2.



Single row Angular Contact Ball Bearing 
The figure Fig.  is a Single row Angular Contact Ball Bearing. It is mostly 
used for radial loads and heavy axial loads.



Double Row Angular Contact Bearing 
Double Row Angular Contact Bearing, shown in Fig.14.2.4, has two rows 
of balls. Axial displacement of the shaft can be kept very small even for 
axial loads of varying magnitude.



Single thrust ball bearing 
This Fig. shows a Single thrust ball bearing. It is mostly used for 
unidirectional axial load.



Taper Roller Bearing 
A taper roller bearing and its nomenclature are shown in Fig.14.2.6 
above. It is generally used for simultaneous heavy radial load and heavy 
axial load. Roller bearings has more contact area than a ball bearing, 
therefore, they are generally used for heavier loads than the ball 
bearings. 



Spherical Roller Bearing
A spherical roller bearing, shown in the Fig., has self aligning property. It
is mainly used for heavy axial loads. However, considerable amount of
loads in either direction can also be applied.



Cylindrical Roller Bearing
For heavy radial load and high speed use, cylindrical roller bearings,
shown in the Fig., are used. Within certain limit, relative axial
displacement of the shaft and the bearing housing is permitted for this
type of bearings.









BEARINGSWITHSLIDINGCONTACT

13.1Introduction:

AbearingisamachinepartwhichsupportsamovingpartandconfinesitsmotionSliding

beaingsinvolivedirectslidingoftheloadcarryingmemberonitssupportasdistinguished

trom rollingcontactbearingswhereballsorolersareinterposedbetweenthemoving

surfaces.Slidngbearingsareoftwotypes(1)Journalosleevebearngswhicharecylindrical

andsupportradialloadsl.e.loadsperpendiculartoshaftaxis)and(2)Thrustbearingswhich

aregenerallyflatandsupportIloadsinthedirectionoftheshaftaxis.Thepartofthe

shaftwhichrotatesinabearngiscaledoural.Whenrelativemotionoccursbetweenthe

sufacesitisusuallydesirabletuminimizefrictionandwear.Anyinterposedsubstancethat

reducesfrictionandwearisalubricant.Lubricantsareuslalyliquid,butcanbesemisolid

(greases)orgas(pressurizedair).

Therearemanytypesoflubrication.Itisclassifiedaccordingtothedegreewithwhichthe

lubricantseparatestheslidingsurfaces.Thethreebasictypesare:

1.HydrodynamicorThickFilm orFluidFilm Lubrication:Iinvoivescompleteseparationof

bhesutacesbythelubricantfim.Theloadtendingtobringthesurfacestogetherisentirely

supported

iugpressuregeneratedbythemotionofthesurflaces.Typicallm ticknessatthethinnest

pontare0.008to0.020mm andtypicalvaluesofcoefficientoffrictionare0.002to.010.

2.MixedFilm Lubrication:Itinvolvesintermittentcontactofsurfacepeaks,andpartal

hydrodynamicsupport.Coefficientsoffrictioncommonlyrangefrom 0.004to0.010.

3.BoundaryorThinFilm Lubrication:Itinvolvescontinuousandextensivesurfacecontact.

butthelubrcantscontinuouslysmearedoverthesurfacesandprovidesacontinuously

renewedadsorbedsurfacefim whichreducesfictionandwear.Iypicalvaluesofcoeficientof

frictionsare0.05to0.20.

Completesurfaceseparationcanalsobeachievedbyhydrostatilubrication.Thisinyolves

Introducingahighlypressurizedfluid(asair,olorwater)intotheloadbearingarea.Sincethe

fluds

pressurizedbyexternalmeans,fulurlaceseparationcanbeobtainedirrespectiveofwhether

ornolthereisrelativemotionbetweenthesurfaces.Theprncipaladvantaqeisextremely

lowfnctonatalltimes,includingstartingandlowspeedoperation.Disadvantadesarethe

costandcomplication.

Themostdesirabletypeoflubricationisobviouslythickfilrnorhydrodynamiclubrication

and

thiswillbetreatedingreaterdetailbeginningwiththenextsection.Boundarylubricationand

hydrostaticlubricationaretreatedinlatersections



13.2HydrodynamicLubrication:

hinrtm

Unstobie

Hydrodynamic

Thethreebasicpararngterswhuchaffgctthelypeoflubrcatonandtheresultingcoutlatof

frictionisshowninthetgurebulowTheselhreebasicpararnetersarecombinedintoa

2n

singlevariabkaledbearngmodulusZabsoluteviscoslympa

n=speedofournal.rpsP=UnitloadontheproectedareaMPa

Zn/p

Fig.13.1

1.ViscosityZ:Thehighertheviscosity,thelowertherotatingspeedneededtotoatthe

journalatagivenload.Incrasesinviscositybeyondthatnecessarytoestablshthick

hydrodynamiclubricationincreasebearingfrictionbyincreasingtheforcesrequredtosheat

thlubricantilm.

2.Rotatingspeedn:Thehighertherotatingspeed,thglowertheviscoslyndedtatioatthe

ournalatagivenload.Oncehydrodynarmiclubricationisachieved,furtherincreasesin

rotatingspeedincreasebearingfriction.

TheachievementofhydrodynamiclubricationrequiresthreethingsContinuousrelative

motionofthesurfacetobeseparated.Wedgingactionasprovidedbytheeccentricityand

Supplyofsufficientquantityofsuitablefiuid.

Inadditiontothethreeparametersmentionedabove,othertwoparameterswhichaffectthe

bearingperformanceare:

Lengthtodiameterratioofthejournal,ni

ClearanceratiowhereCistheradialclearanceandRistheradusofthejournal

AlltheseparametersarecombinedintoadimensionlessvariablecalledSommerteldnumber

Sasdefinedbelow.

HaymondiandBoydhaveplottedextensiveperformancechartsforhydrodynamicbearngs

whicharewidelyusedinthedesignofthesebearingsasdiscussedinthenextsection13.3

HydrodynamicBearingDesign:

Normallythedatawhichisprovidedforthedesignofbearings151.Diameterofjournal2.

Loadand3.Speedolrotation



Thedosiqninvolvosthosoiectionollollowingparameterssothatthethickfim ismaintained

withthotomporatureoftholubricantwilhinacceptablerange.

Longthofjournal2Clearanceand3.Viscosityofthelubricant.Thestopstobolollowedin

bearingdesignareasfollows:Stop1:RolorringTXIl-4notedowntherecommendedvalues

of;

Zn

(a)Fangoof,ratio(b)Maximum bearingpressure,Pmax(c)Minimum (d)Suitableviscosily

Zand(e)Therangeof(PxV).

Step2:CalculatetherubbingvelocityVinm/min.

Stop3:ChoosesuitablevalueforthelengthofthejournalL,sothatallthethreecriteria

givenbelowarosatistiod.

(a)

theratioiswithinthegivenrange.

thebearingpressureiswithintherecommendedrange.(b)PxVvalueiswithinthegiven

range.i(c)

Step4:SelectsuitablebearingmaterialasperT-X1l1-6.Step5:Calculatethesuitableradial

clearanceCasperT-X111-1.

Stop6:Selectsuitablevaluewhichshouldbebetween3to10timestherecommendedi

Zh

minimum valueofdependinguponthevariabityofloadandspeed.CalculatethevalueofZ

andsuggestsuitablelubricatingoilasperFig.13.2.

Step7:CalculatethedimensionlessvalueoftheSommerteldnoasT-Xl1-1.

R

Step8:Readthecoeflicientoffrictionvariable||from Fig.13.3.Calculatethecoeficentlof

frictionp.

Step9:CalculatetheheatgeneratedHgasperT-Xl1-1.

Step10:CalculatethetemperatureriseoftheoibyequatingHgtotheheatdissipating

capacity,H,asperT-Xll-1.Calculatetheoifim temperaturetaiandseethatitisasperTXl-5.

Iitis:

notwithinthegivenlimis,itmeansthatexternalcoolingbypressurefeedofthelubricantis

needed.I

Step11:Calculateminimum film thicknessh,withthehelpofFig.13.5.Suggestsuitable

surtfacefinishforthejournalandthebushing.



Step12:CalculatetheamountofsideflowofthelubricantwiththehelpofFig.13.6andFig.

13.7.Thisisquantityofoiltobesuppliedtothebearingtomaintainthefluidfilm.The

procedurewillbeillustratedwiththehelpofsolvedexamples.

13.4ThinFilm orMarginalLubrication:

Whenthebearingmodulusistoolow,orwhenthesupplyoflubricanttothebearingisi

insurficienttomaintainfuidfilm lubrication,thinfilm lubricationandmetaltometalcontact

wilexistas

showninFig.13.1.ThecoeffientofrictioninthiscasecanbeestimatedasperT-il1.Itthe

oadvaries,theaveragepressureisusedforPbutitmustnotbelessthanonehalifthe

maximum pressureAtlowandmoderatespeedsandlowloadingthesebearingsarequite

satslactory.Thebearngclearanceinsuchbearingsshouldbeslightlygreaterthanthatin

bearingswiththiclilm lubrication.Ajournalnsinteredporousbearingsisanexampleofthin

film lubrication.

13.5ThrustBearings:

Theshaftsarealsosubjectedtoaxialloadswhicharecalledthrustloads.Thebearings

whchsupporttheseloadsarecalledthrustbearings.Ahorizontalshaftisoftensubjectedto

athrustandaiverticalshaftalways.

Thetypesofthrustbearingsare:

1.StepBearings:Thisisthesimplestthrustbearingwhichisusedforverticalshafts.iTheir

designprocedureissameascollarbearings.

2.CollarBearings:Thesebearingsareusedchieflyonahorizontalshaftwhichmustcary

alargeaxialloadsuchasiscreatedbyashippropeller.Iffeasible,thecollarsshouldbe

placednearithepointofapplicationoftheaxialloadinordertoavoidacolumnactionupon

theshaft.

3.TiltedPadorKingsburyBearings:Thesebearingsconsistsofseveralstationarypivoted

segmentsorpadsagainstwhichispressedathrustcollarfastenedtotherotatingshaft.I

Thecolarrunsinanoibath,anditsrotationdrawsanoifim intothespacesbetweenitand

thepads,iwhichtitautomaticallysothatatluidwedgeisformedatthebackedge.These

bearingsaremadeinbypessuitableforverticalorhorizontalshafts,andforcarryingthrust

inbothaxialdirectionsorinonlyonedirection.

ThedesignprocedureforthesebearingsisasperT-Xll-9andTXll-1landwilleillustrated

withthehelpofsolvedexamples.

13.6HydrostaticThrustBearings:

Hydrostaticlubricationprovidesaconvenientwayfordesigningintoaparticularbearing

quantitativeandpredeterminedperformancecharacteristics.Withhydrostaticlubricationa

bearingdesigncanbeeasilyoptimizedintermsofflow,pressure,loadcaryingcapacity,flim



rigity,friction&pumpingpower.Initssimplestform,ahydrostaticbearingconsistsofalat

crculardisc,eitherwithorwithoutarecess(pocket)connectedtoapositivedisplacement

pumpasshowninFig.(13.2la).

e

Silt

Lubricantout

nPuhpe

FLOw

Lubricantout

Iniet

Lubricantin

(a)Simplehydrostaticbearing

(b)Schematicdiagram ofhydrostaticstepbearingFig.13.2

Therecessmaybeeitherinthebottom memberorinthetopmember.Thebearingshownin

Hlg.(13.2bl)isoftencaledastepbearing.AloadWisactingonthetopmemberandthereis

intiallymetaltometalcontact.Sincethepump,beingpositivedisplacement,mustdischarge

afixedvolumeiollubricant,pressurewillbuldupintherecessuntilthetopmemberandits

loadlitandestablishalhim thicknessonthesillofthebearingthroughwhichthedischarge

volumeofthepumppasses.

Prob.13.1:Theshattoracentntugablowerstobemountedonnngoiledbabitbearngs.iTe

biowerseedsorpm andthemnimum ounadameterbasedonstrengths50mm.Teheanng

oadsduetoweightottherotorandbetforceshavebeendeteminedtobe560andHwever

OnyonesizeofbeanngwillbeusedforbothendsoftheshafTheblowemustiuouSh

wthouttheoltempexceedng80Cwhentheambanttemp.vanesbetweenDesgnthe

beanngsoeot,thelutncatngoianddeterminetnepowerossandsidei



DESIGN OF WIRE ROPE DRIVE

➢Wire ropes generally made of
plow-steel are built up of strands
which are made of wires twisted
together.
➢These ropes are used in hoisting
and haulage equipment.
➢Wire rope is made of two types
of winding as shown in Fig.

➢The regular lay, which is the accepted standard, has the wire twisted
in one direction to form the strands, and the strands twisted in the
opposite direction to form the rope. In the completed rope the visible
wires are approximately parallel to the axis of the rope.
➢Regular lay ropes do not kink or untwist and are easy to handle.



➢The lang lay ropes have the wires
in the strands and the strands in
the rope twisted in the same
direction and hence the outer
wires run diagonally across the axis
of the rope.
➢These ropes are more resistant
to abrasive wear and failure due to
fatigue than regular lay ropes, but
they are more likely to kink and
untwist.
➢Tests show that lang lay rope has a life several times as long as
regular lay ropes.
➢Hence in applications where the load is guided and constrained, long
lay ropes are preferred e.g. passenger elevators.
➢The core provides support for the strands under usual bending and
loading conditions.
➢The most commonly used core is fibre core.



Types of Construction and Properties
The wire ropes are designated by their outer diameter, no. of strands 
and no. of wires in each strand. viz 6 x 19 wire rope of 20 mm diameter 
means there are six strands with 19 wires in each strand. There are four 
types of construction as given in T-IX-3:
1. 6 x 19: Standard hoisting rope which is the most commonly used 

wire rope in mines, tramways, cranes, elevators etc.
2. 6 x 37 : Special flexible hoisting rope which is used in steel mill ladle 

cranes, high speed elevators and service where smaller sheave 
diameter is to be used. 

3. 8 x 19: Extra flexible rope which is used in place of 6 x 19 rope if 
there is restriction of space because smaller sheave diameter can be 
used.

4. 6 x7: Standard coarse laid ropes which are used for haulage in 
mines, factory yards, guy wires etc.

The properties of wire ropes of these types made of plow steel with
hempcore are given in T-IX-3 of data book. The other materials used for
making wire ropes are given in T-iX-4 along with their ultimate strength.



Stresses in Wire Ropes:
The following main stresses are created in a hoisting rope under load. 

➢Direct stresses due to the load hoisted and the weight of the rope. 
These are called static stresses, Sst

➢Stresses due to the bending of the rope about the sheave, Sb

➢Stress during starting which depends upon the slack in the rope 
before  starting. 

➢Stress due to change of rope speed, including stops. 

In haulage rope, δst is missing. 

For design purposes we calculate the forces acting on the rope during 
various phases of operation. 



The various phases of operation of a hoist are: 

1. Start from rest: The forces acting in this phase are starting force Fst

and the forces due to bending, Fb

2. Acceleration to reach the given velocity: During this phase the forces 
acting are:
load hoisted and the weight of the rope (Wu +Wr) plus the load due 
to acceleration Fa which is given by,

Where f= acceleration
plus the forces due to bending, Fb

3. Moving with uniform velocity: In this phase the forces acting are 
load hoisted and the weight of the rope (Wu +Wr) and the forces due 
to bending Fb

4. Deceleration to stop : The forces acting during this phase are same 
as during phase 2 except that Fa is to be calculated on the basis of 
deceleration and not acceleration. 



To summarize the forces acting in the various phase are:

Phase 1:  Fst + Fb (Start from rest)

Phase 2:  (Wu +Wr) + Fb + Fa (Acceleration to reach the given velocity)

Phase 3:  (Wu +Wr) + Fb (Moving with uniform velocity)

Phase 4:  (Wu +Wr) + Fb + Fa (Deceleration to stop )

The load acting in phase 3 is called the effective load Fe and the ratio of
the breaking strength of rope Fut to the effective load Fe is called safety
factor, and is given in T-IX-5 of data book for various applications.



The following steps are to be taken in selecting the size of wire-rope to 
be used in a hoist. 

The data given should be,
(a) Load to be hoisted, Wu , N
(b) Height of lift, m  
(c) Period of acceleration and uniform velocity, sec
(d) Slack during starting. m 
(e) Application.

Step 1 : Select the type of construction as per T-IX-3. Calculate Fut in 
terms of the rope diameter Dr

Step 2: Select the minimum safety factor N as per T-IX-5. 



Step 3 : Equate the useful load Wu to the breaking strength Fut and the 
safety factor as given below.

Wu x 2 x N = Fut = K. Dr
2 (K as per T-IX-3)

Calculate the trial diameter of wire rope Dr as per the sizes given 
in T-IX-3. 

Step 4 : Calculate the weight of the wire rope Wr as per T-1X-3

Step 5 : Calculate the bending load Fb as per T-IX-7 by selecting the 
proper sheave size as per T-IX-3.

Step 6 : Calculate the load due to acceleration Fa by calculating 
acceleration from the given data.



Step 7 : Calculate the load during starting with a slack, h, as per the 
relation given below.



Then design the sheaves and drums whose diameters are already fixed
as per T-1X-3. As a general rule the diameter should not be less than
500 dw where dw is the dia. of the wire in the wire rope. Other
dimensions of sheave and drum should be calculated as per T-IX-8. The
number of cycles to failure can be found from the relation.

For this value of K we can read the cycles to failure from F-9.2 of data 
book. 

















Worm Gearing:

Worm gearing is widely used to transmit power at large velocity ratios
between non-intersecting and non-parallel shafts that are usually but
not necessarily at right angles. The worm drive consists of a threaded
worm in mesh with a gear, sometimes called worm wheel. Worm gear
sets, theoretically have a point contact which limits their power
transmission capacity. Therefore to improve their power transmission
capacity they are either Single or double enveloping as shown in
Fig.20.1.



A single enveloping gear set is one in which the gear wraps around or
partially encloses the worm which results in a line contact between the
gears. A gear set in which each element partially encloses the other is
double enveloping and this gives area contact between the gears. Thus
double enveloping gears have larger power transmission capacity but
require extremely precise mounting. Hence only single enveloping gears
are used.



(a) (b) 

(a) Single enveloping worm gear, (b) Double enveloping worm gear.



The cut section of a worm gearbox with fins and fan for cooling 



The nomenclature of a worm and worm wheel is also shown in figure
20.2. The worm and wheel of a set have the same hand of helix but the
helix angles are usually quite different. The helix angle on the worm is
generally quite large, and that on the gear very small. Because of this, it
is usual to specify the lead angle λ on the worm and the helix angle ψg

on the wheel. The lead angle and helix angle are equal for a 90o shaft
angle. In specifying the pitch of worm gear sets, it is customary to state
the axial pitch Pa of the worm and the circular pitch Pc of the gear which
are equal for a shaft angle of 90o.

In a worm gear drive, the frictional losses are quite high as compared to 
other gear drives because of large rubbing velocity. The efficiency of a 
worm drive depends on the velocity ratio and as a rough estimate the 
efficiency can be taken as:

η  =  1 – 0.005R
where R is the velocity ratio.





Nomenclature of a single enveloping worm gear 



It is therefore necessary to calculate the temperature rise of the
lubricating oil which depends on the heat generated and the heat
dissipated. The heat generated depends on the power and the efficiency
of the dive while the heat dissipated depends on the centre distance
and the velocity ratio. Based on AGMA recommendations, the limiting
input power rating of a plain worm gear unit from the stand point of
heat dissipation, for worm speed upto 2000 rpm may be estimated by,

P = 3650 C^1.7 / (R + 5)

where
P= permissible power input in kW
R = velocity ratio
C= centre distance in meters



















Introduction to Belt drives

Instructional Objectives: 

At the end of this lesson, the students should be able to understand:

• Uses and advantages of belt drives 

• Types of belt drives and their nomenclature 

• Relationship between belt tensions 

• Some commonly used design parameters 



Introduction: Flexible machine elements, such as belts, ropes or chains
are used for the transmission of power over comparatively long
distances.

When these elements are employed, they usually replace group of
gears, shafts and bearings or similar power transmission devices.
They thus greatly simplify a machine and consequently a major cost
reducing element.

In addition, since these elements are elastic and usually long, they play
an important part in absorbing shock loads and in damping out the
effects of vibrating forces.

Although this advantage is important as concerns the life of the driving
machine, the cost reduction element is generally the major factor in the
selection of these means of power transmission.



Flexible Machine Elements 

Belt drives are called flexible machine elements. Flexible machine
elements are used for a large number of industrial applications, some of
them are as follows.

1. Used in conveying systems 
Transportation of coal, mineral ores etc. over a long distance 

2. Used for transmission of power. 
Mainly used for running of various industrial appliances using prime 
movers like electric motors, I.C. Engine etc. 

3. Replacement of rigid type power transmission system. 
A gear drive may be replaced by a belt transmission system



Ordinarily, belts are used to transmit power between two parallel shafts.
The shafts must be separated to certain minimum distance, which is
dependent upon the type of belt used. In order to work most efficiently,
Belt drives have the following characteristics:

I. They are used for relatively long centre distances.
II. The angular velocity ratio between the shafts is neither constant nor

exactly equal to the ratio of pulley diameters because of the slip and
creep of bets.

III. It is possible to obtain the clutch action when flat belts are used,
with the help of fast and loose pulleys.

IV. It is possible to vary the angular velocity ratio, within a range, with
the help of V-belt drives by employing a spring loaded split pulley

V. Some provision to adjust the centre distance is always required in a
belt drive.

VI. An economical means of changing the velocity ratio in discreet steps
can be obtained by employing step pulleys.



Flexible machine elements has got an inherent advantage that, it can
absorb a good amount of shock and vibration. It can take care of some
degree of misalignment between the driven and the driver machines
and long distance power transmission, in comparison to other
transmission systems, is possible. For all the above reasons flexible
machine elements are widely used in industrial application.
Although we have some other flexible drives like rope drive, roller chain
drives etc. we will only discuss about belt drives.



Typical belt drives

Two types of belt drives, an open belt drive, (Fig. 13.1.1) and a crossed
belt drive (Fig. 13.1.2) are shown.
In both the drives, a belt is wrapped around the pulleys.

Let us consider the smaller pulley to be the driving pulley. This pulley
will transmit motion to the belt and the motion of the belt in turn will
give a rotation to the larger driven pulley.

In open belt drive system the rotation of both the pulleys is in the same
direction, whereas, for crossed belt drive system, opposite direction of
rotation is observed.







Belt tensions
The belt drives primarily operate on the friction principle. i.e. the
friction between the belt and the pulley is responsible for transmitting
power from one pulley to the other. In other words the driving pulley
will give a motion to the belt and the motion of the belt will be
transmitted to the driven pulley. Due to the presence of friction
between the pulley and the belt surfaces, tensions on both the sides of
the belt are not equal. So it is important that one has to identify the
higher tension side and the lower tension side, which is shown in Fig.
13.1.3.



The commonly used belts are of the following types:
(a) Flat Belts: The flat belt consists of a strong elastic core surrounded by
chrome leather or rubber. The elastic core consists of number of thin
plies, made of cotton, rayon or nylon for special applications Textile belts
or Balata belts are used. Flat belts are very efficient for high speeds,
they are quiet, they can transmit large power over long centre distances,
they don’t require large pulleys, and they can transmit power around
corner or between pulleys at right angles to each other.

(b) V Belts: The V belts are made of cords or strands usually of cotton,
rayon or nylon and impregnated with rubber. Because of the wedging
action between the belt and the pulley groove, the power transmitting
capacity of a V bell is increased in comparison to a flat belt. These belts
are us with smaller pulleys and at shorter centre distances. These drives
are less efficient than flat bet drives but a number of them can be used
on a single pulley: These belts are endless which eliminates the joints
used in flat belts.



c) Link V Belts: These belts are composed of a large number of
rubberized fabric links joined by suitable metal fasteners. These are
special purpose belts.

d) Timing Belts: These are made of rubberized fabric and steel wire
having teeth which fit into grooves cut on the periphery of the pulleys.
They transmit power at a constant angular velocity ratio. Hence they are
used in situations where constant velocity ratio is required through a
flexible drive.



Design Procedure for Drives:

The minimum data required for design of any drive is: 
1. Rated Power, type of load and type of service. 
2. Speed of the two shafts.

For designing a drive, the following additional data is required which has 
got to be selected on the basis of the established design practice, if not 
already specified.

1. Centre distance.
2. Diameter of pulleys or pitch line velocity.
3. Size of the power transmitting element i.e. width and thickness 

of a flat belt, section and number of V belt, pitch and strands of a 
roller chain.

4. Other dimensions of pulleys and sprockets.



Design of Flat Belt Drives:
The steps to be followed in designing a flat belt drive are as follows: 

Step 1 : Calculate the design power Pd as per T-XV-1, T-XV-2 and T-XV-3.

Step 2 : Calculate the pitch line velocity Vp if pulley diameters are given, 
otherwise assume suitable value for Vp as per T.XV-4. The selection of 
bet velocity depends on shaft sizes and their rotational speeds. 
Moreover there is a limit to the peripheral speeds of pulleys depending 
on its material of construction; some guiding values are given in T-Xl-6. 
Calculate the diameters of pulleys from the assumed value of Vp and 
suitable value for slip as per T-XV-4.

Step 3 : Calculate (F1 – F2) as per T-XV-1.

Step 4 : Calculate the belt tension ratio F1 / F2 as per T.XV-1. & T-XV-4 by 
assuming suitable centre distance, if not specified. Calculate the 
maximum belt tension F1. Also calculate the initial tension Fi.



Step 5 : Select suitable value for the design stress, Sd as per T-XV-5 and 
T-XV-6. 

Step 6: Calculate the value of the centrifugal stress, Scf as per T-XV-1 and 
T-XV-5. 

Step 7 : Calculate the required belt section, b x t as per T-XV-1

Step 8: Assume suitable value for stress due to initial tension S, as per T-
XV-4. 

Step 9 : Calculate the required belt section b x t as per the calculated 
value of F

Step 10 : Select the larger value of belt section b x t calculated in steps 7 
and 9. 

Step 11 : Assume suitable value of t as per T-XV-4 & T-XV-5.



Step 12 : Calculate the required width of the belt 'b'.

Step 13: Calculate the length of the flat belt required from the formula 
given below 























CHAIN DRIVES
A chain drive is a mechanical device which belongs to the category of 
drives with Intermediate link is obtained by chains. It may also be 
considered to be intermediate between belt and gear drives, in that it 
has features in common with both.
Chains are suitable for long as well as short centre distance drives and 
give a more compact drive than is possible with belt.



APPLICATION

Modern chain drives are employed in these places where we require 
velocity ratios upto 10. 

Chain drives are quite extensively used in transportation machineries 
like motor cycles, bicycles, automobiles and conveyors. 

And technological machines like agricultural machinery, oil well drilling 
rigs, machine tools.



ADVANTAGES

1. The chain drives are having more power transmitting capacities
compared with belt rives when the centre distance between the shafts
is large (i.e. 5 to 8 meters).
2. Their efficiency is higher (85 %)
3. Their small size compared with V-belt for particular power
transmission provides a compact set up.
4. The chain drives exert lesser load on the shaft since no initial tension
is required as compared with belt drives.
5. They can be operated for wide range of centre distances of power
transmitting sprockets.
6. One chain can be operated to transmit power to several numbers of
sprockets.
7. Maintenance is very easy because the chains can easily be repaired or
replaced.



DISADVANTAGES

1. Design of chain drive is more complicated.

2. The operation of chain drive is noisy.

3. Their production cost is high.

4. They need careful maintenance by providing housing to the 
chains to save them from dirt.

5. They require more accurate assembly of shafts than belt drives.



CLASSIFICATION

1. POWER TRANSMITTING CHAINS
Treated for transmitting mechanical energy from one shaft to another.

2. HAULING CHAINS
Used for carrying loads in conveying machinery.

3. LOADING OF LIFTING CHAINS
Served for suspending, hoisting and lowering loads, mainly in material 
handling machineries.



The types of chain used for power transmission are Block chains, Roller 
chains and Inverted tooth or Silent chains.

1. Block chains are used only for transmitting power at a low rate and at 
moderate speeds, not exceeding 2 50 m/min F or steady loads, they can 
be used upto 8 kW. For fluctuating loads they should not be above 3kW.

2. Roller chains are the most widely used for power transmission. They 
can be used without harmful effects upto 450 m/min. They can be used 
as a single strand chain or as multiple sand chains for larger powers

3. Silent chains are quiet in operation and they can be used uplo
750m/min. Under very favourable conditions and precision 
manufacturing, they can be used upto 1500 m/min. However they are 
costly and require good lubrication. Power capacities are not limited.

Out of these three, roller chains are most widely used Hence they will 
be discussed in detail.  The main advantage of chain drives is their 
positive drive coupled with flexibility.



Roller Chain Drives:

➢The roller chain consists of roller links and pin links which are 
assembled alternately to each other to make the full length of the chain. 

➢The dimensions of roller chain inks are standardised in terms of pith of 
the chain as shown in T-XIV-3 of data book. 

➢The load carrying capacity of a chain depends on the pitch of the 
chain. 

➢In order to increase the load capacity of a chain with a certain pitch, 
several chain stands are assembled side by side by using long through 
pins. 
➢The maximum no of strands used in practice are limited to 4.

➢An important factor affecting the operating smoothness of a roller 
chain drive, particularly at high speeds is chordal action as shown in fig..



The angle ϒ/2 through which the
link swings as it enters contact is
called angle of articulation. It can
be seen that the magnitude of this
angle is a function of the number of
teeth. Rotation of the link through
this angle causes impact between
the rollers and sprocket teeth and
also wear in chain joint. Since the
life of a drive is a function of the
wear and the surface fatigue
strength of the rollers, it is
important to reduce the angle of
articulation as much as possible.

Hence we try to select as large number of teeth on the smaller sprocket 
as possible with the constraint of space requirements. The number of 
sprocket teeth also affects the velocity ratio during the rotation through 
the pitch angle θ.



Design of Roller Chain Drives: 

Similar to all other drives the generally given data is: 

1 Rated power and 

2. Speeds of the two machines

The centre distance may be given or it will be assumed as discussed 
below.

In designing the drive we are required to select the following:

1. Pitch of the chain 2. No of strands
3. No of teeth on the two sprockets 4. Length of the chain.



The steps to be followed for the design are as follows:

Step 1 : Calculate the design power Pd as per table T-XIV-1 and T-XIV-2

Step2: Select the proper pitch and no. of strands as per F 14.1. If the
point falls between two pitches, select the higher pitch.

Step 3 : Assume suitable no. of teeth on the smaller sprocket as per T-
XIV-3. Calculate the pitch diameter of the smaller sprocket as per T-XIV-
1. Calculate the pitch line velocity Vp and check whether it is within the
given range as per T-XIV-3. If not, change the number of teeth and
repeat the calculations till a suitable pitch line velocity is obtained. Only
odd number of teeth are selected for smaller sprocket. If the sprocket is
to be keyed to a given shaft check that the maximum permissible bore
as per T-XIV-3 is larger than the given shaft diameter.



Step 4: Calculate the power capacity for single strand chain as per the 
exact equation given inT-XIV-1.

Step 5 : Calculate the number of strands for the design power Pd. The 
capacity factor for double, triple and quadruple strands are 1.7, 2.5 and 
3.3 respectively.

Step 6 : Calculate the number of teeth on the larger sprocket and its 
pitch circle diameter.  

Step 7: Calculate the length of chain as per T-XIV-1 and check whether it 
is as per T-XIV-3. 

Step 8 : Calculate other dimensions of the sprockets as per T-XIV-4



Problem 1: A roller chain drive is to be used in a power plant to transmit 
15 kW from an electric motor to a reciprocating pump. The pump is to 
operate continuously 24 hours a day. The speed of the motor is 720 rpm 
and that of the pump is 250 rpm. Design the drive and give the 
specifications for the sprockets and the chain.

























COUPLINGS
Introduction :
 
A coupling is used to connect two shafts permanently; it is
disconnected only for repairs or to make a change in the
installation. On the other hand, a clutch permits easy and quick
connection and disconnection of two shafts. The couplings are
classified on the basis of the orientation of the axes of the shafts.
 
 Axes of the shafts are collinear: There are two types of couplings
for this situation  (i) Rigid couplings and (ii) Flexible couplings.
The detail design of only these will be discussed.
 
Axes of the shaft intersect: A universal coupling is used for this
situation.
 
Axes of the shafts are parallel, but not collinear: A coupling of
Oldham's type is used in this situation. This type is to be avoided,
where possible, with heavy loads because of friction due to sliding.



Rigid Couplings:
 
This type of coupling is suitable
for low speeds and accurately
aligned shafts. Any
misalignment subjects the
shafts and coupling parts to
bending stresses which can
cause fatigue failure. If the
shafts are accurately aligned
the shafts and coupling are
subjected to torsion only.
Hence the rigid couplings and
flexible couplings are usually
analyzed for torsion only.
 



The most commonly used
rigid coupling is the protective
flange coupling or flange
coupling. It consists of two
cast iron flanges, keyed to the
shaft ends and bolted
together as shown Fig. 16.1
The best practice is to press
or shrink the flanges on the
shaft in which case straight
keys should be used. If the
flanges are put on only with a
push fit taper keys must be
used. A register is necessary
to insure correct alignment of
the two shafts. It is usually
made by turning a projection
on one flange and boring a
slightly deeper female register

h h fl



The other types of rigid couplings which are not so common are:
 
1. Muff Coupling: This consists of a long hollow shaft and a single
long key which connects both the shafts to the same hollow shaft
called muff.
 
2. Clamp coupling: This coupling is similar to muff coupling
except that the muff is split in two halves which are bolted
together by a number of bots. During the boring operation the two
halves are separated by a thin shim. A one piece square key
assists in transmitting the torque.
 
3. Compression Coupling: These couplings are based on the
pressure which can be created by wedge action produced by a
hollow cone.
 





















The design procedure consists of calculating all the important
dimensions for a rigid flange coupling as per T-XlI-1 . All the
dimensions are in terms of shaft diameter. Then the failure of the
coupling is checked from the two considerations:
 

Failure of bolts in shear and crushing.
 
Shear failure of the flange at the hub.

 
The allowable shear stress for bolts is assumed much less
because they are already stressed due to initial tightening. The
procedure will be illustrated with the help of solved problems.
 



Flexible Couplings:
 
The purpose of a flexible coupling is to allow for imperfect
alignment of two joining shafts, or to absorb impact from the
fluctuations of torque or of angular speed. In practice perfect
alignment and constant torques and speeds are very seldom
obtained. Therefore in number of cases of joining shafts, which
transmit power, it s necessary or at least desirable to use a
flexible coupling of one type or another. There are numerous
design of flexible couplings, but from the stand point of design, all
flexible couplings may be divided into two classes:
 
.
 


